An image can be seen as an element of a vector space so that it can he expressed in terms of a series expansion of any non necessarily orthogonal base ofthis space. This paper shows how a matrix-based formulation of this fact permits deriving a new reconstruction method of an image from its geometric moments where the basis functions used in the reconstruction and those used to obtain the moments do not necessarily define the same subspace. This permits introducing constraints relative to the bandwidth or the spatial resolution of the image to be reconstructed. Moreover, it is shown that, by exploiting the algebraic properties of the involved matrices as well as the properties of computer arithmetic, accurate solutions to this problem in spite of its ill-conditioning can be obtained.
INTRODUCTION
The reconstruction of an image from a set of its moments is not necessarily unique. In other words, it is an ill-posed problem. lherefore, all possible methods to solve it must impose extra constraints so that the solution becomes unique.
It can be shown that the standard least-squares reconstntction method solves this ill-posedness by assuming constraints on the unknown moments themselves. On the contrary, the reconstruction method proposed in this paper permits introducing constraints that can he interpreted in terms of image properties, such as its bandwidth or spatial resolution.
The standard reconstruction method of an image from some of its moments is based on the least-squares approximation of the image using orthogonal polynomials Ill], [9] , [7] . Polynomials are the most intuitive choice among all possible orthogonal basis functions because they can be easily related to the monomial functions that are used to obtain geometric moments. Legendre and Zemike polynomials were first used in [ I I] . They are orthogonal polynomials for continuous variables in rectangular and polar coordinates, respectively. However, they are not orthogn- ( 1) where ( saine strbspuce, then I,$" = I, ":.
Lemmas I and 2 are the key elements for the new reconstruction method but, before introducing it, let us reformulate the standard least-squares method in terms of the formalism just introduced.
REVISITING THE STANDARD METHOD
The geometric moment of order (in, 7 1 ) with respect to the origin of image I,lh is defined as As a consequence, in our case, On,,, are Vandeivronde nrah'ices and their associated Gram matrices correspond to what are known as Hilbert riiatr'ices whose general term is According to Corollary 2, it both the projection basis, {Eh;}, and the orthogonal reconstruction hasis, { E n b } , span the same subspace, then the reconstructed images ohtained, using either Lemma 1 or Lemma 2, coincide.
In tigure 1, the reconstruction o f the binary pattem "E" is carried out using the result of Lemma 2 and taking as ~101 r p + 1 , 1 t-1 1 = A., . Note that ill-posedness is solved here by imposing null value to those coefficients of the orthogonal basis set used in the reconstruction that have higher order tkdn the maximum order of available moments. Next, it is shown how the use of other orthogonal hasis sets different from polynomials allow to solve ill-posedness by introducing constraints directly o1i the image characteristics such as its bandwidth or spatial resolution.
A NOVEL RECONSTRUCTION METHOD
The application of Lemma 2 leads to a reconstruction of the image by its truncated series expansion onto an orthonormal basis set. In this scction we explore the possibility that the prqiection and the reconstruction SUbSpdCeS are not the same. l o this end, the coeficients associated with those reconstruction functions of order higher than the maximum ordei of available moments are assumed to be null. All the others are obtained from the available moments.
Recnnstructing a hand-limited image
In terms of the Fourier transform coefficients of the image, the band-limiting assumption means that Fourier coefficients of order greater or equal to ( m , n ) are null.
Fourier coefficients are normally defined as Nevertheless, a relocation of these coefficients in matrix C,,,, is carried out here so that increasing indexes correspond to higher frequency c o e k i e n t s In this case,
e-i2n( Then, these Fourier coefficients can be seen as the projection coefficients of the image onto complex exponcntial Substituting these orthogonal b.81~ matrices in the result of Lemma 2, a low-pass approximation of the original image is obtained from a set of its geometric moments. Note that a band-limited image can be perfectly reconstructed, using this method, when the number of moments obtained from the image is equal or greater than the number of its significmt discrete Fourier spectrum coefficients.
Likewise, a high-pass approximation could he obtained ifthe basis function associated with higher frequencies were considered instead. Note that a resolution-limited image can he perfectly reconstructed when the numher of moments obtained from it is equal or higher than the numher of its significant discrete Haar coefficients.
NUMERICAL CONDlTIONING
The application of Lemma 1 requires the computation of pseudoinverses and hcnce the inversiou of Grain matrices which can be an ill-conditioned problem for some projection basis. In parlicular, reconstmaing an i m a y from a set of its geometric moments is an ill-conditioned problem, i.e., small perturbations in the data generate large errors in the reconstructed image which prevent us from obtaining an effective solution. This is what is usually assumed by the image processing community. Nevertheless, totally positive Vandcrnionde systems, as it is our case, can he solved very accurately, regardless of their condition numher, using Rjorck-Pereyra-type methods [ I] . Actually, the ordinaly definition of condition numher is not adequatc for descrihing the numerical conditioning of positive linear systems whose initial minors can he computed accurately and the true condition nunihcr is much smaller [21, as it can be easily shown in our case. Bjorck-Pereyra methods are the perfecl example of structure exploiting algorithms that deliver more accuracy than traditional algorithms and run in time O( 11') compared with O(~s3) for the traditional algorithms.
CONCIJJSIONS
A desirable property for the hasis functions of the series approximation of an image is that they concentrate most of the inforination in a reduced amount of coefficients. What information means depends on the interpretation of the basis; however, most common applications refer to bandwidth or spatial resolution, which are associated with Fourier and Haar coefficients, respectively. Then, setting a relationship between these coefficients and moments provides a straightforward interpretation of the information contained in moments, as well as a method for reconstructing an image from a given set of moments. None of the former methods provided the proper setting to introduce these constraints.
